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Most judgments consumers make are parts of sequences and are hence unlikely to be context-free. A general presupposition for much

of the work on assimilation and contrast, the two context effects most reliably demonstrated in psychology and marketing, is that one

or the other takes place. In this research, we propose that both assimilation and contrast can co-occur within a sequence of experiences

and present a multilevel modeling approach separating these effects within a unique, real world data set. We find assimilation is

prominent and contrast effects, which may be masked by assimilation, emerge only when we adjust for assimilation.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Most judgments that consumers make everyday are part of

sequences and hence unlikely to be context-free. Whether test
driving cars, evaluating courses of a menu, dating (in particular,
speed-dating), tasting wines or completing a customer satisfaction
survey, it is difficult to imagine how the results from one evaluation
would not affect the next. The literature in marketing is replete with
examples of how the context in which a stimulus is embedded can
have a significant impact on people’s judgment of that stimulus.
The two context effects that have been most reliably demonstrated
in psychology and marketing are assimilation and contrast. Assimi-
lation refers to a positive relationship between the value people
place on the contextual stimuli surrounding a target and the value
they place on that target itself. Contrast refers to a negative relation-
ship between these two values (Martin, Seta, and Crelia 1990).

What has been consistent across previous research on assimi-
lation and contrast across sequences of experiences is that these are
two opposing and mutually exclusive effects. It is assumed that one
or the other takes place and that characteristics of the context, such
as domain match (Meyers-Levy and Sternthal 1993, Raghunathan
and Irwin 2001), product knowledge (Bickart 1993), availability of
cognitive resources (Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1997), or context set
range (Lynch, Chakravarti, and Mitra 1991) dictate which one
occurs. We propose that within a sequence of comparative evalua-
tions, both assimilation and contrast can co-occur and that previous
analyses focusing and thus testing for one or the other exclusively
may have failed to pick up one or the other. More specifically, if
these effects coexist, controlling for one (e.g. assimilation) may
reveal the other (contrast) where it was not observed before, which
is the main contribution of this work.

A relatively recent stream of research in this domain focuses
on characterizing context effects in sequences of hedonic experi-
ences (i.e., incidents of pleasure or pain). The findings have been
mixed. For example, Raghunathan and Irwin (2001) document
contrast effects in respondents’ prospective evaluations of descrip-
tions of vacation spots and cars when there is a domain match but
assimilation effects in cases of a domain mismatch. Novemsky and
Ratner (2003) find that although individuals expect and predict
contrast effects, evaluations provided at the time of the actual
experience of consuming jellybeans provide no evidence of con-
trast effects. Even today researchers (Morewedge et al 2009) are
searching for empirical evidence for contrast effects in actual
experience, which is another important contribution of this work.

We obtained eight years of judging data from a national beer
brewing competition. All entries are grouped into sequences or
“flights” ranging from five to 13 beers. All beers within a flight
belong to the same broad category (example: Pilsner), but could
belong to different subcategories (example: American or German
Pilsner). Each flight is rated by two independent certified (expert)
judges who sample all the beers within the flight in the same order.
Each beer is scored out of 50 points, and each score is recorded
while tasting the specific beer and written down prior to moving on
to the next beer in the flight, ensuring that the evaluations in our
sample are actual real-time experience data and not recalled expe-
rience or retrospective evaluation data.

For our hypotheses we draw on literature in order effects and
sequential evaluation, and context effects. We propose the follow-
ing hypotheses regarding context effects in sequential evaluation:

H1: Ratings of the stimulus in the first position will be
higher on average than ratings of subsequent stimuli.

H2: Across a sequence of trials, ratings assimilate to one
another.

H3: Ratings within a sequence contrast to extreme stimuli.
H4a: Ratings will contrast more strongly with stimuli within

the same subcategory.
H4b: Ratings of the stimulus in the first position of a new

subcategory will be higher on average compared to the
ratings of subsequent stimuli.

Unlike previous work in this area that has documented these
effects utilizing separate tests, we test for these effects simulta-
neously using a multilevel modeling approach. Our first estimation
establishes significant assimilation effects at the level of the flight.
Scores of the focal beer assimilate to the score of the beer immedi-
ately preceding it, and to the running maximum and minimum
scores (extremes) of the flight. However, we are unable to detect
contrast effects in this model. In the second stage, we “adjust” for
the variation in scores across flights by incorporating individual
flight dummies. We now find contrast effects against extreme
scores as hypothesized. Statistical testing reveals that the flight
coefficients are significantly different from each other, indicating
that assimilation effects at the level of the flight cause beers to
anchor to one other, and influence between-flight variation. Once
flight differences are accounted for, the effects of beers within a
flight being pitted (directly compared to) against each other are
visible and hence contrast effects emerge. In terms of the other
results, we find that stimuli in the first position of the flight and sub-
flight score higher on average compared to the rest of the stimuli,
however, subcategories within a flight do not impact (either en-
hance or attenuate) contrast effects. In summary, we find support
for hypotheses 1, 2, 3 and 4b, but not for hypothesis 4a.

In conclusion, with our multilevel estimation approach, we
were able to control for assimilation and simultaneously isolate
contrast effects that had previously been masked by assimilation.
We posit that assimilation drives the overall evaluation or impres-
sion of a sequence or group, while contrast effects influences
within-group evaluations. Thus the two effects occur simulta-
neously, but they operate at different levels within the same
sequence of hedonic experiences. Contrary to other researchers
(Novemsky and Ratner 2003), we are also able to document
contrast effects in real-time sequential hedonic evaluations. By
documenting how two seemingly opposing effects such as assimi-
lation and contrast effects can coexist, and how controlling for one
reveals the other, our work contributes to numerous research
streams including work on sequential evaluation, taste, and the
evaluation of hedonic experiences.
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